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Abstract
An increased interest has been expressed in ﬁnding predictive biomarkers that can guide treatment options for both
mutation carriers and noncarriers. The statistical assessment
of variation in treatment beneﬁt (TB) according to the biomarker carrier status plays an important role in evaluating
predictive biomarkers. For time-to-event endpoints, the hazard
ratio (HR) for interaction between treatment and a biomarker
from a proportional hazards regression model is commonly
used as a measure of variation in TB. Although this can be
easily obtained using available statistical software packages,
the interpretation of HR is not straightforward. In this article,

we propose different summary measures of variation in TB on
the scale of survival probabilities for evaluating a predictive
biomarker. The proposed summary measures can be easily
interpreted as quantifying differential in TB in terms of relative
risk or excess absolute risk due to treatment in carriers versus
noncarriers. We illustrate the use and interpretation of the
proposed measures with data from completed clinical trials.
We encourage clinical practitioners to interpret variation in
TB in terms of measures based on survival probabilities,
particularly in terms of excess absolute risk, as opposed to HR.
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Nonetheless, curative therapy remains a challenge and beneﬁt
is generally seen only in a subset of patients. This challenge has
accelerated the need to identify novel biomarkers such as
somatic mutations in tumors or overexpression of certain
proteins that can predict treatment beneﬁt (TB). For example,
panitumumab and cetuximab (both EGFR-speciﬁc mAbs) are
effective in treating colorectal cancer patients without KRAS
mutations (1, 2). Thus, KRAS carrier status is a predictive
marker in colorectal cancer. In these studies of colon cancer,
it is clear why one molecularly deﬁned subgroup is expected to
beneﬁt from a targeted treatment more than the other group.
However, there are cases in which the biologic underpinnings
of variation in TB are still not fully understood. Therefore,
novel biomarker studies are currently being pursued to improve
our understanding of the molecular basis of TB. For example,
the relationship of anti–PD-1 antibody therapy to PD-L1 tumor
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expression is currently being examined in various disease types
(3–5). In this article, we refer to a genetic factor as a "predictive
biomarker" when carriers of a speciﬁc genetic mutation have
signiﬁcantly higher TB than noncarriers, or vice versa.
Statistical models play an important role in identifying predictive biomarkers. When an interaction takes place between a
biomarker and treatment in a statistical model, it means that the
effect of treatment (or TB) differs in carriers versus noncarriers of a
biomarker, i.e., there is differential TB. Thus, considerable interest
has arisen in evaluating biomarker–treatment interactions using
statistical models to identify novel predictive biomarkers. A
pivotal question is how to measure interaction—the differential
TB between carriers versus noncarriers in a clinically interpretable
manner. In this article, we examine this issue in the context of
time-to-event endpoints such as progression-free survival (PFS) or
overall survival (OS).
In studies of PFS/OS, we typically demonstrate interaction
using two sets of Kaplan–Meier curves for treated and untreated
individuals according to the biomarker status. The magnitude of
differential TB is given by a summary measure of biomarker–
treatment interaction based on a single hazard ratio (HR). However, the signiﬁcance of HR is often difﬁcult to translate into
meaningful clinical terms (6). Therefore, in this article, we propose alternative approaches based on survival probabilities at a
speciﬁc time point that can help evaluate TB within molecular
subgroups and identify predictive biomarkers in a clinically
interpretable manner. We illustrate our proposed approaches
using examples from published trials.

Materials and Methods
Conventional practice for measuring and comparing treatment
beneﬁt
For time-to-event endpoints, the conventional approach to
determine whether a biomarker is predictive involves ﬁtting a
Cox proportional hazards regression model. This is typically
reported by an estimated HR for treatment (referred to as the
treatment main effect, which is commonly taken as a measure of
TB among noncarriers); the HR for biomarker status (referred to as
the biomarker main effect) and the HR for treatmentbiomarker
interaction effect. Assuming there are two treatment groups and
two marker groups, the interaction effect is the ratio of treatment
HR in carriers to noncarriers (Table 1). When there is no inter-

action effect, the TB (measured in terms of HR) is the same for
carriers and noncarriers.
The conventional approach has been used widely; clinicians are
familiar with HR from such models as a summary measure of the
TB. An HR ¼ 0.5 means the control arm has twice the hazard of
dying relative to the treatment arm, which can be explained as
follows: If we treat patient A with Drug A, then Patient A's hazard
of dying is reduced 2-fold by this treatment as opposed to the
patient being left untreated. If HR ¼ 0.75 then we can say that
being left untreated will increase Patient A's hazard by 33%
(1/0.75 ¼ 1.33). An HR of 2 means the treatment arm has twice
the hazard of the control arm, i.e., the treatment is harmful.
Hazard, by deﬁnition, is the rate of an event occurring in a time
interval. The hazard of death in a certain time interval can be
interpreted as the rate of dying in that interval, given that the
person has survived up to that time point. In technical terms, the
HR is the ratio of hazard of death for treated relative to control
groups. The conventional approach uses these deﬁnitions of
hazard and HR, with the additional assumption that the hazard
for treated patients at any time interval is proportional to the
hazard for untreated patients. This approach compares the ratios
of the hazards of treated versus untreated individuals across all
time points and determines whether the overall ratio, aggregated
across the time points, is signiﬁcantly different from 1.
This approach has some limitations. First, this method relies
heavily on the assumption of proportional hazards, which stipulates that the effects of treatment and biomarker do not depend
upon time (7). Under the proportional hazards model, the
interaction effect, or the predictive value, is taken to be the same
across all time points. However, treatment is likely to have a
temporal effect; for example, TB may be best realized only after a
certain time point. The second limitation is interpretability.
Although the parameters of the proportional hazards model are
easy to obtain and can be interpreted as HR, they are not easily
interpretable in the clinic. Speciﬁcally, TB on the hazard scale is
very difﬁcult to convey in a dialog between clinical practitioners
and patients. The explanation to Mrs. Jones about HR ignores time
and gives a single summary measure, thereby making an implicit
assumption that the ratio remains constant over time. However,
the potential for temporal effect, mentioned above, can affect the
magnitude of TB. HR is generally interpreted as the "chance"
(probability), as opposed to the "hazard" of dying, although the
two terms are mathematically distinct (7).

Table 1. Measures for comparing treatment beneﬁt (TB) in marker-speciﬁc subgroups: quantitative value of predictive marker
No differential TB
beneﬁt (null setting)
Value of 0 indicates
no difference in TB

Measure/approach
Markertreatment
interaction effect

Marker's effect on treatment
logfhðd; B ¼ 1; T ¼ 1Þg  logfhðd; B ¼ 1; T ¼ 0Þg 
logfhðd; B ¼ 0; T ¼ 1Þg þ logfhðd; B ¼ 0; T ¼ 0Þg

Scale of TB
Log hazard scale

Statistical interpretation
Interaction on the hazard
scale; model based

Relative treatment
beneﬁt

Sðd; B ¼ 1; T ¼ 1Þ Sðd; B ¼ 0; T ¼ 0Þ

Sðd; B ¼ 1; T ¼ 0Þ Sðd; B ¼ 0; T ¼ 1Þ

Ratio of survival
probabilities (log
of survival scale)

Marker-dependent survival
ratio; non–model based
(similar interpretation as
relative riska)

Absolute treatment
beneﬁt

Sðd; B ¼ 1; T ¼ 1Þ  Sðd; B ¼ 1; T ¼ 0Þ 
Sðd; B ¼ 0; T ¼ 1Þ þ Sðd; B ¼ 0; T ¼ 0Þ

Survival probability
scale

Marker-dependent survival Value of 0 indicates
differences (on probability no difference in TB
scale); non–model baseda

Value of 1 indicates
no difference in TB

NOTE: hðd; B ¼ 1; T ¼ 1Þ is the hazard of death or progression occurring at time d, and Sðd; B ¼ 1; T ¼ 1Þ is the survival or progression-free probability at time d
for someone in the biomarker-positive group receiving treatment.
Abbreviations: B ¼ 1, þbiomarker; B ¼ 0, -biomarker; T ¼ 1, treated group; T ¼ 0, nontreated group; d, duration from start of treatment.
a
non–model based when there is no adjustment for covariates; could be model based if S is conditional on known covariates.
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Proposed measures based on survival time: clinical
interpretability
Unlike the HR, survival probabilities have a straightforward
interpretation as the probability of remaining progression free, or
free of death, beyond a certain speciﬁed time. For example,
patients or clinicians might be interested in knowing the likelihood of remaining progression free beyond 6 or 12 weeks or
months with and without treatment using a particular regimen.
These probabilities can be inﬂuenced by mutation carrier status,
especially if TB varies according to that status. When communicating TB to patients, it is important to tailor estimates of TB
according to their individual biomarker status. The challenge is
how to measure and compare TB between carriers and noncarriers
from available data.
Consider the subset of mutation carriers, in which some individuals receive the treatment and others do not. We can calculate
survival probabilities for treated and untreated carriers separately.
Similarly, we can obtain these probabilities for noncarriers. When
there are no additional covariates under consideration, the
survival probabilities can be calculated using the Kaplan–Meier
approach. Under this approach, the survival probabilities' estimates are not prone to errors introduced by deviations from the
proportional hazards assumption. The methods below can be
applied to any time-to-event endpoint (PFS or OS). We describe
our proposed measures below and refer the reader to Supplementary Data for details about distributional properties and
hypothesis tests.
Relative treatment beneﬁt
Suppose we want to measure differential TB at a certain time
point. We can calculate relative treatment beneﬁt (RTB) in terms
of the ratio of survival probabilities in the subset of patients with
mutations, given by:
TB among carriers
Survival probability for treated patients with mutation
¼
Survival probability for untreated patients with mutation
Similarly, we can calculate TB among noncarriers as:
TB among noncarriers
Survival probability for treated patients without mutation
¼
Survival probability for untreated patients without mutation
We propose to measure predictive value as the ratio of these
marker-speciﬁc TB, which is the RTB, and can be interpreted as a
relative risk ratio. It is equivalent to differences between survival
probabilities on the logarithm scale (Table 1). The RTB can be
calculated for any time point of interest. There is no differential TB
on the survival probability scale at a given time point when the
corresponding RTB ¼ 1. A hypothesis test for RTB is provided
(Supplementary Data).
Absolute treatment beneﬁt
The RTB is a ratio measure that quantiﬁes the proportional
change in TB for carriers relative to noncarriers. In practice, the
increase or decrease in survival probabilities calculated as a
difference might be more informative (and easier to understand)
than a proportional change which is given by:
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TB among carriers
¼ Survival probability for treated patients with mutation
 Survival probability for untreated patients with mutation
TB among noncarriers
¼ Survival probability for treated patients without mutation
 Survival probability for untreated patients without mutation
Here, we deﬁne a marker's predictive value as the difference
between these differences in survival probabilities, or absolute
treatment beneﬁt (ATB). As above, this measure allows the predictive value of a biomarker to vary with time. Among carriers, the
difference in survival probabilities represents the excess (or reduction) in the proportion of treated carriers who remain progression
free, for example, at a particular time compared with untreated
patients. The same interpretation holds among noncarriers. This
measure of predictive value has the advantage of retaining the
probability scale, enabling a straightforward interpretation. There
is no predictive value at a given time point when the corresponding ATB ¼ 0. A hypothesis test for ATB is provided (Supplementary
Data).

Results
Illustrative example, Trial 1
Using the conventional approach, Amado and colleagues (1)
showed that KRAS wild-type status predicts the beneﬁt of panitumumab treatment (as measured by PFS) in metastatic colorectal
cancer patients. In their study, the TB as measured by HR was
0.45 and 0.99 in KRAS wild-type and mutant patients, respectively. Hence, the interaction effect was 2.2 (0.99/0.45) in a
proportional hazards model, which was signiﬁcantly different
from 1 (P < 0.0001; Fig. 1, Table 2). Using similar analyses,
Karapetis and colleagues (2) showed a signiﬁcant interaction
between cetuximab treatment and KRAS mutation status (Supplementary Fig. S1), and concluded that KRAS wild-type status
predicts the beneﬁt of cetuximab treatment in patients with EGFRpositive metastatic colorectal cancer.
Relative treatment beneﬁt. Using the data from Amado and
colleagues (1), the 6-week PFS probabilities for treated and
untreated patients were 93% and 65%, respectively, for carriers
and 88% and 69%, respectively, for noncarriers. The 6-week TB is
1.43 (93/65) for carriers and 1.28 (88/69) for noncarriers.
Hence, the RTB at 6 weeks is 1.12 (¼1.43/1.28). Similar calculations show the RTB to be equal to 0.17 (¼0.57/3.33) at 12 weeks.
This means that the 6-week panitumumab beneﬁt for patients
with KRAS mutations is 12% better compared with the beneﬁt in
patients with wild-type KRAS, whereas at 12 weeks, panitumumab beneﬁt for patients with KRAS mutations is 83% worse
relative to panitumumab beneﬁt in patients with wild-type KRAS
(Table 2). Figure 1 also illustrates that TB changes over time, but
the median alone as a summary measure does not capture this.
The description of Trial 2 below shows an example in which the
RTB is signiﬁcant and in addition it depends on age.
Absolute treatment beneﬁt. In the example from Amado and
colleagues, the ATBs are 9% (¼ 936588þ69) and 41%
(¼ 81450þ15) at 6 and 12 weeks, respectively (Table 2).
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Figure 1.
PFS by randomized treatment in (A) mutant and (B) wild-type KRAS groups. HRs are shown for panitumumab (panit) vs. best supportive care (BSC) adjusted
for randomization factors (Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group score, geographic region). Reprinted with permission from ref. 1.  2008 American
Society of Clinical Oncology. All rights reserved. Amado RG, Wolf M, Peeters M, Van Cutsem E, Siena S, Freeman DJ, et al. Wild-type KRAS is required for
panitumumab efﬁcacy in patients with metastatic colorectal cancer. J Clin Oncol 2008;26:1626–34.
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Table 2. Quantifying treatment beneﬁt (TB) in marker-speciﬁc subgroups: examples and clinical interpretation
Trial 1: KRAS is predictive of panitumumab beneﬁt in colon patients (data from ref. 1)
Marker negative
Marker positive
Differential treatment
Measure
(KRAS mutant)
(KRAS wild-type)
(panitumumab) beneﬁt
HR (log scale); PFS
0.99
0.45
Log (0.99/0.45;
P < 0.0001)

At 6 weeks
Ratio of PFS estimates at 6 weeks

Difference in proportion of patients
progression-free at 6 weeks

At 12 wks
Ratio of PFS estimates at 12 weeks

Difference in proportion of patients
progression free at 12 weeks

1.43 (93/65)

1.28 (88/69)

1.12 (a)

28% (93%–65%)

19% (88%–69%)

9% (a)

0.57 (8/14)

3.33 (50/15)

0.17 (a)

6% (8%-14%)

35% (50%–15%)

41% (a)

Interpretation
There is signiﬁcant interaction of
panitumumab beneﬁt over supportive care
and KRAS status over time. In the mutant
group, the hazard of progressing is similar
(0.99 is close to 1) in patients treated with
panitumumab vs. supportive care. In the
wild-type group, there is a 55% (1–0.45)
decrease in the hazard of progressing in
patients treated with panitumumab
compared with the hazard of progressing in
patients treated with supportive care.
At 6 weeks, PFS was improved in both mutant
and wild-type patients; panitumumab
beneﬁt for patients with KRAS mutations is
12% better compared with the beneﬁt in
wild-type KRAS patients.
At 6 weeks, PFS was improved in both mutant
and wild-type patients; panitumumab
beneﬁt is 9% higher in mutant patients than
in wild-type KRAS patients.
At 12 weeks, panitumumab beneﬁt for
patients with KRAS mutations is 83% worse
relative to panitumumab beneﬁt in patients
with wild-type KRAS
At 12 weeks, panitumumab beneﬁt is 41%
smaller in mutant patients than in wild-type
KRAS

Trial 2: PR and PFT treatment in breast patients
PR, progesterone receptor; PFT, L-phenylalanine mustard, 5-ﬂuorouracil, and tamoxifen (datab from ref. 8; subset of women ages <50)
Marker negative
Marker positive
Differential treatment
Measure
(PR < 10)
(PR  10)
(PFT) beneﬁt
Interpretation
HR (log scale); disease-free-survival
(DFS)

NR

NR

0.52 (P ¼ 0.014)

DFS ratio (3 y)

0.73

1.07

0.68 (P ¼ 0.035)

Difference in proportion of patients
disease-free at 3 years

16%

5%

21% (P ¼ 0.035)

The difference between treatment effects in the
PR < 10 and  10 groups on the HR scale is
0.523 units, regardless of the time point. TB
varies according to PR status signiﬁcantly.
At 3 years, the beneﬁt of PFT in women with
PR < 10 is 32% worse relative to the beneﬁt
of PFT in women with PR > 10, and it is
statistically signiﬁcant.
At 3 years, among women with PR < 10,
disease free survival associated with PFT
(i.e., PFT beneﬁt) is worse than PF beneﬁt
by 16%. PFT beneﬁt among women with PR
> 10 is 5% greater than PF beneﬁt. The ATB
is 21% and there is a statistically signiﬁcant
difference in TB according to PR status.

Abbreviation: NR, not reported.
a
b

P values are not provided in examples where raw data were not available to estimate the SE.
Details for the source of estimates of Trial 2 are shown in Supplementary Table S1.

These differences are interpreted as follows: Panitumumab
beneﬁt is 9% higher in mutant patients than in wild-type KRAS
at 6 weeks; whereas at 12 weeks, panitumumab beneﬁt is 41%
smaller in patients with mutant KRAS than in patients with
wild-type KRAS.
Illustrative example, Trial 2
This example uses published data from the National Surgical
Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project trial (NSABP; ref. 8). This
trial evaluated L-phenylalanine mustard, 5-ﬂuorouracil, and
tamoxifen (PFT) versus L-phenylalanine mustard and 5-ﬂuoro-
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uracil (PF) and showed a statistically signiﬁcant interaction
between progesterone receptor (PR) status (PR < 10 vs.  10),
treatment (PFT vs. PF), and age (<50 vs. 50) in relation to 3year disease-free survival (8, 9). Detailed data are shown in
Supplementary Table S1 and comparisons with proposed measures are shown in Table 2. Using the conventional approach
and a proportional hazards model, the NSABP trial demonstrated signiﬁcant evidence for an interaction between treatment and PR status (i.e., differential TB) among premenopausal
women (interaction HR on the log scale ¼ 0.523, SE ¼ 0.212,
P ¼ 0.014; reported in ref. 8).
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Among premenopausal women (age < 50), the relative 3-year
disease-free survival associated with PFT treatment (relative to PF
treatment) was 0.73 (¼ 0.436/0.599) for the PR < 10 group and
1.07 (¼ 0.698/0.651) for the PR  10 group. The estimated RTB at
3 years is 0.68 (¼ 0.73/1.07, test statistic ¼ 2.106; P ¼ 0.035), in
the age < 50 group, which is signiﬁcantly different from 1 supporting that TB varies according to PR status in this age group. In
contrast, the RTB at 3 years in the age  50 group is 0.98
(¼ 1.21/1.24), which was not signiﬁcantly different from 1
(test statistic ¼ 0.122; P ¼ 0.90). The RTBs at 3 years among
postmenopausal women (age  50) are 1.21 (¼ 0.639/0.526) and
1.24 (¼ 0.790/0.639) for the PR < 10 and  10 groups, respectively.
The differences in disease-free-survival estimates at 3 years
between the two treatments were as follows: 0.163 (¼ 0.436–
0.599) and 0.047 (¼ 0.698–0.651) in the PR < 10 and  10
groups, respectively, for premenopausal women; and 0.113
(¼ 0.639–0.526) and 0.151 (¼ 0.79–0.639) in the PR < 10 and
10 groups, respectively, for postmenopausal women. The ATB at
3 years was 21% (¼ 16% – 5%), which is signiﬁcantly different
from 0 (test statistic ¼ 2.102; P ¼ 0.035) in the age < 50 group.
For women of age  50, the estimated ATB was 3.8%, which is
not signiﬁcantly different from 0 (test statistic ¼ 0.432; P ¼
0.67). Thus, PR < 10 is predictive of poor 3-year disease-free
survival with PFT treatment in women of age < 50. This holds
under all our deﬁnitions of TB.
For additional examples, including an example of the beneﬁt of
combined nivolumab and ipilimumab versus nivolumab alone
according to PD-L1 status, refer to Supplementary Data (Supplementary Fig. S2; Supplementary Table S2).
Choice of time point
Both RTB and ATB quantify differential TB at a time point of
interest. The choice of the landmark time point should not be
based on the data under investigation. The time point will be
different for different cancer types and should be chosen according to clinical considerations in a similar fashion to choosing
an endpoint for a given deﬁnition of beneﬁt (10). Another
approach for choosing the time can be based on a certain
proportion of patients surviving or being disease free: for example, the time at which 75% of the patients in the full cohort
survive (or the time at which 50% of the patients survive, which is
equivalent to the median survival time). The choice of time point
also has important statistical implications. There is adequate
sample size at earlier time points, while the sample size decreases
due to censoring (and earlier failures) at later time points. Hence,
we expect the estimated survival probabilities to have better
precision and, thus, greater power to detect differential TB at
earlier as opposed to later time points. We conducted simulation
studies to conﬁrm this (details not shown), and we have summarized the various statistical properties of the proposed measures in the Supplementary Data. In practice, after identifying a
clinically meaningful time point, it is useful to understand
whether this is an early or late time point in the context of the
data at hand, keeping in mind that the time point must not be
selected after looking into the data under investigation.

Discussion
Recent studies have demonstrated that different individuals
may respond differently to the same treatment, and biomarkers
such as cancer genes play a role in understanding this interindi-
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vidual variation in TBs. For example, RAF inhibitors are beneﬁcial
in patients with BRAF-mutated melanoma, but harmful in
patients with BRAF wild-type tumors (11, 12); anti-PD1 antibodies improve PFS, but the magnitude of improvement differs
according to PD-L1 status and possibly disease type (4); EGFR
inhibitors improve PFS in KRAS wild-type, but not mutant, colon
cancer patients (1, 2). Such empirical ﬁndings have initiated active
statistical research to derive a quantitative deﬁnition of TB that is
clinically meaningful and to develop formal statistical approaches
for evaluating the predictive values of biomarkers. In this article,
we have examined ways to quantify differential TB across biomarker subgroups for time-to-event endpoints such as PFS/OS.
Our proposed measures are based on survival probabilities calculated at a certain time of clinical interest and, hence, are easy to
interpret. In oncology, we may observe that the magnitude of
treatment effect varies over time. The proposed measures have the
advantage of quantifying beneﬁt in molecular subgroups at time
horizons that are relevant to a speciﬁc disease or patient. The
approaches presented here may be used to compare various
biomarkers within a speciﬁc disease type and could help prioritize
research efforts among several biomarker evaluations. They may
also be applied to compare the strength of a predictive biomarker
across several disease types. There are settings where we know a
priori that the drug targets speciﬁc molecular subgroups (biologic
interaction) and settings where we are uncertain whether TB varies
according to biomarker status. The proposed measures may be
used to evaluate differential TB in each one of these situations.
The interpretation of differential TB depends upon the scale on
which TB is measured (13, 14). Different scales can lead to
different interpretations, as demonstrated in the PD-L1 example
from a melanoma trial (Supplementary Data). While each of our
proposed measures has a distinct interpretation, the measure
based on survival differences (ATB) has the unique advantage of
being interpretable on the probability scale. Furthermore, survival
difference provides insights into the actual magnitude of risk
reduction, which is more informative for understanding treatment effect with regards to PFS (or OS) endpoint. Although
survival ratios are useful, ratios are sensitive to the magnitude of
the denominator. Furthermore, a ratio can show considerable
proportional increase or decrease in beneﬁt even when the actual
difference is small. We do not advocate providing various measures of TB during a dialog with patients; we recommend describing TB to patients in terms of survival probabilities and their
differences as opposed to HR. This aligns with epidemiologic
studies that have advocated the use of absolute risk scale for
conveying beneﬁts of screening and interventions (15–17). Hernan (18) and Spruance and colleagues (19) also recommend
using survival estimates and not HR for the reasons we outlined
above, mainly the difﬁculty in interpretation. In addition, Hernan
(18) describes how to use adjusted or stratiﬁed survival estimates
for observational or randomized studies when various stratiﬁcation factors are available for analysis. The interpretation would be
similar to the setting of our work; the measures would indicate
which group has higher or lower beneﬁt relative to another after
adjusting for covariates. The work by Fagerlin and colleagues (20)
discusses the challenges of communicating risk to patients and
they recommend, although not strongly, that communication
about cancer risk and TB be presented using frequency format.
Once estimates of TB and differential TB according to biomarker status are obtained, each patient may have her or his own
conception of how large the beneﬁt of treatment must be in order
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to make it worthwhile to participate in a clinical trial or start a new
treatment. Further work is needed before we can provide thresholds for what magnitude of TB and differential ought to be
considered clinically meaningful and the role of the sample size
required. We anticipate this threshold would depend upon disease type and prevalence of the biomarker of interest.
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